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From the About the Book section: The focus of this publication is human psychological
development. The reserve&apos;s goal would be to explore how our early emotional and public
environment influences all of us and what complications and advantages we develop seeing that
adults as the result of it.From the Foreword: Why is this reserve special is that it is healthy... This
is essential, because any book that addresses childhood trauma and is actually worth its weight
must sensitively yet determinedly take the kid&apos; For this reason I consider anyone who gets
their hands on this book fortunate indeed. . Darius Cikanavicius supplies the reader a
compassionate and trauma-informed research of childhood from the perspective of the kid, and
not, as is the case with the considerably majority of psychology books, from the perspective of
the parent. This book is intended for people interested in the subjects of childrearing, childhood
trauma, and the consequences of childhood adversity. -- Daniel Mackler, LCSW ... It really is for
all who wish to better understand themselves and their culture.s side.
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This book is a good base from which to understand the subject An excellent primer on how
adverse upbringing - and the resulting psychological wounds - wreaks havoc in lives and culture.
Extremely reader friendly and directly to the point … citing many luminaries across disciplines.
This reserve is a great bottom from which to understand the subject. EASILY had these
suggestions when my kid was growing up it could have preserved me a lot of grief and
aggravation that I'm going thru right now with my girl. The earlier the better. when the victims
try to speak away against the abusers' bad behavior, the blame is usually a to the . Their is
indeed much that we as parent miss in bring up our children, things we wouldn't think about.. If
you believe that you have observed trauma at the hands of childhood caregivers, get this
publication.If you are a expecting parent, and want to make sure that you increase your children
in the most supportive way, understand this book. Looking towards the next book. As challenging
as it would be to understand it and find out about it, it really is as difficult to create about any of
it. I first noticed that this publication resonated with me through the author's Facebook group,
and website "Personal Archeology." Darius shared many estimates from the publication about
the trauma that children encounter, and I realized right away that these quotes spoke if you ask
me, because they're things that happened certainly to me.This book has helped me in the
healing up process to not only know very well what happened certainly to me, but that what
happened certainly to me was real. As is definitely often with abusers, when the victims try to
speak out against the abusers' poor behavior, the blame is usually a to the victims, or informed
that such events didn't occur, an extremely solid attempt at gaslighting, to help make the victim
question their very own sanity.Please advise when your next book will be out. A reserve that
brings ahead the truth about the dynamics of the parent-child romantic relationship, about how
we are influenced by the actual fact that people haven't been loved, wanted and secured and the
toll it requires on us.. He clarifies the importance of major attachment and how an insecure
attachment makes us trapped in childhood scenarios in our adult associations. The book is
certainly systematic and touches on all essential issues, yet it really is written in a way that it’s
accessible to everyone.? Absolutely AMAZING book?Highly recommend it for anyone who has
experienced trauma, anyone with children, or planning to have children. Symptoms are an
effect, not a cause, and are closely linked to our life experiences. Bring about the sequel about
ideas for redressing this pervasive problem. You can use this reserve as guide in how to talk to
your child and be a positive part model for them.. saying to your kids, or praise we think they
need, or positive reinforcement that with provide them with self esteem so they can live a happy
existence. A MUST have! This book is wonderful for young mothers and fathers who are raising
children This book is fantastic for young mothers and fathers who are raising children, it offers
you a clear idea of what you should not say or do if you would like your children to grown up
normally. Best book about its topic Childhood trauma and childrearing are delicate topics.
Therefore many books either talk about some elements of it and in an exceedingly sterile,
disconnecting way, or fail to explain simple, yet important concepts entirely. In this reserve,
Darius Cikanavicius succeeds in carrying out both: explaining important principles, and retaining
empathy and strength while doing this.This book helped me understand human psychology
better. In addition, it helped me empathize with my very own childhood even more and reflect
more on my entire life and on the society we live in. A unique book in trauma and human psyche
This book really illustrated how my very own trauma relates to my adult life. This is a brilliant
read, and it provides an empathetic perspective. And as someone who has experienced from the
trauma discussed in this book, I've found this reserve to be tremendously helpful.. Anyone can
take value from it.. (At once I supervised child care and protective serveces) to find you this



trauma. Contributed to college shootings.This book has helped me tremendously in recognizing
my very own childhood abuse. Excellent. As I read the book, the effect of trauma discussed
extremely accurately describes how I was affected, and how this has shaped my advancement as
a grown-up. I enjoyed scanning this one, i am researchimg college shooters as they. The author
gives a clear explanation of what a healthy placement is normally and what it is not, with many
illustrations and insights of the parents' positions, reactions and words and phrases in relation to
their child, and the long-term implications on the child's emotional and physical life. about how
we have been influenced by the fact that people haven't been loved, wanted and protected and
the toll it takes . As a retires LCSW I have been reading all I can about childhood trauma. It really
is exclusive in the genre and contains original ideas, steps for taking action, and presents a lot of
hope for having the ability to understand what happened to us as children and grow into
healthier adults. This publication is like the instruction manual we wish we'd when our kids were
born. Placing labels and diagnostics only makes the aggressor much less responsible and
expresses a lack of understanding and empathy towards the person in pain. This book is
assisting me in the healing process. We're a product of child abuse.So many books about
childhood trauma and raising children are taken from the idea of view of the parents, and barely,
if ever, from the viewpoint of the child. So, we are able to see who is in fact responsible for
whom and for what, in addition to the long-term outcomes of having less responsibility and how
the dilemma about what it is good, healthful and what it really is harmful and makes us sick is
perpetuated.The book is an invitation to give up illusions and confront the reality and could be
considered a real paradigm shift for the reader!
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